Abstract
Introduction

28
Interactions are at the heart of ecology and drive many of its key questions. What are 29 the roles of species interactions in ecological systems? When and why is biological 30 diversity important? What factors influence the long-term dynamics of ecosystems?
31
These are all questions with a long history in ecology (Cherrett, 1989; Council, 2003; 32 This complexity of ecological systems is one reason there is a long tradition in 100 community ecology of studying interactions within small subsets of closely-related 101 species (e.g. trophic guilds) and using dimensionality reducing methods based on or non-living resources, and the edges map the relationship who-eats-whom.
124
The analysis of networks is inherently hierarchical, ranging from the entire net-125 work down to individual nodes and edges. Depending on the characteristics and level 126 of detail of the information provided for a given model, there is a large number of 127 network analyses and metrics that can be used to characterize the system at multiple 128 levels (similar to Hines and Borrett, 2014; Wasserman and Faust, 1994) , including:
129
(1) the whole network level (i.e., the entire network), (2) the sub-network level (i.e., 130 groups of two or more nodes and their edges), and (3) the individual node or edge ment of ecological network metrics has had an opposing affect. One reason for this is that introductions have occurred in multiple sub-disciplinary branches ( (Table 1) .
181
Ecological studies using network approaches draw from a deep well of general net-182 work theory (Newman, 2003 (Newman, , 2006 Strogatz, 2001 ). Ecologists broadly use network 183 concepts, techniques, and tools to: (1) characterize the system organization (Borrett, 
234
The OBO could provide a platform for harmonizing ecological network metrics, is tempting apply them widely to empirical systems to detect patterns, but before 252 research proceeds, a process of "benchmarking" with artificial matrices that have 253 predefined amounts of structure and randomness should be used to examine the 254 behavior of the algorithms and the metrics that are applied to them.
255
Benchmarking of ecological models developed from null model analysis in com- The statistical behavior of some models and metrics can be understood ana-301 lytically. For example, the networks generated by the BA algorithm display degree 302 distributions that approximate a power-law distribution, like many real-world "scale- Sharing data and open-source code have become established in ecology, and net-325 work ecologists are now producing more network models and data (e.g. Fig. 1A ).
326
These include not only ecological interaction networks, but also an influx of other rele-327 vant networks, including ecological genomic networks generated by next-generation, ucsb.edu/interactionweb/resources.html).
335
The increase in ecological network data is linked to an increasing rate of shared Node Level: the purple node exhibits low centrality while the orange node exhibits high centrality. Group or Sub-Network Level: the blue nodes connected with dashed edges shows a module. Global or Whole Network Level: using the edges of all nodes we can measure the connectance of the entire network (c = edges/nodes 2 = 0.12).
